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Abstract
Summary: GenomeScope is an open-source web tool to rapidly estimate the overall characteristics of a genome, including
genome size, heterozygosity rate, and repeat content from unprocessed short reads. These features are essential for
studying genome evolution, and help to choose parameters for downstream analysis. We demonstrate its accuracy on 324
simulated and 16 real datasets with a wide range in genome sizes, heterozygosity levels, and error rates.
Availability	
  and	
  Implementation:	
  http://qb.cshl.edu/genomescope/, https://github.com/schatzlab/genomescope.git
Contact:	
  mschatz@jhu.edu
Supplementary information:	
  Supplementary data are	
  available	
  at	
  Bioinformatics	
  online.
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Introduction

coverage, read duplication, and error rate) from raw short read sequenc-

High throughput sequencing enables the sequencing of novel genomes

ing data. The estimates do not require a reference genome and they can

on a daily basis. Nevertheless, even their most basic characteristics, such

be inferred via a statistical analysis of the k-mer profile. The profile

as their size or heterozygosity rate, may be initially unknown, making it

measures how often k-mers, substrings of length k, occur in the sequenc-

difficult to select appropriate analysis methods e.g. read mapper, de novo

ing reads and can be computed very quickly using tools such as Jellyfish

assembler, or SNP caller (Smolka, et al., 2015). Determining these char-

(Marcais and Kingsford, 2011). The profiles reflect the complexity of the

acteristics in advance can reveal if an analysis is not capturing the full

genome: homozygous genomes have a simple Poisson profile while

complexity of the genome, such as underreporting the number of variants

heterozygous ones have a characteristic bimodal profile. Repeats add

or failure to assemble a significant fraction of the genome. Experimental

additional peaks at even higher k-mer frequencies, while sequencing

methods are available for measuring some of these properties, although

errors and read duplications distort the profiles with false k-mers and

can require significant cost and labor. Simpson (2014) proposed a com-

increased variances (Supplementary Note 1).

putational method to measure some of these properties from sequencing

Aware of these possible complexities, GenomeScope fits a mixture

reads using de novo assembly techniques. However, this method is com-

model of four negative binomial distributions to the k-mer profile to

putationally intensive and can be difficult to interpret as results are re-

measure the relative abundances of heterozygous and homozygous,

ported relative to the assembly graph, such as the variant-induced branch

unique and two-copy sequences. Errors and higher copy repeats are

rate rather than the rate of heterozygosity.

identified by k-mers falling outside the model range. GenomeScope then
infers the genome and read characteristics, along with an error measure
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Methods

Here we introduce GenomeScope to estimate the overall genome characteristics (total and haploid genome length, percentage of repetitive content, and heterozygosity rate) as well as overall read characteristics (read

to indicate how well the model represents the data. The modeling
framework is available as a standalone R application and also as an easyto-use web application, both generating publication quality plots and
summary tables in seconds (See Supplementary Note 1 for details and
data requirements).
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Figure 1. (A) GenomeScope heterozygosity, total genome size, and unique genome size estimates: (left) twenty seven simulated A. thaliana datasets
with vary amounts of heterozygosity, sequencing error or read duplications; (middle) ten synthetic mixtures of real E. coli sequencing data; and (right)
six genuine plant and animal sequencing datasets: L. calcarifer (Asian seabass), D. melanogaster (fruit fly), M. undulates (budgerigar), A. thaliana ColCvi F1 (thale cress), P. bretschneideri (pear), C. gigas (Pacific oyster). Also displayed are the true simulated values (Simulated), the results from a mapping and variant calling pipeline (Mapping), and a whole genome alignment (DnaDiff) where available. (B) GenomeScope k-mer profile plot of the A.
thaliana dataset showing the fit of the GenomeScope model (black) to the observed k-mer frequencies (blue). The unusual peak of very high frequency
k-mers (~10,000x coverage) were determined to be highly enriched for organelle sequences.
inferred genome sizes were 99.7% accurate as confirmed by orthogonal
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Results

We first applied GenomeScope to analyze 324 simulated data sets varying in heterozygosity (0.1%, 1%, 2%), average rate of read duplication

technologies, such as the established reference genomes or flow cytometry when available (Supplementary Note 4).

(1, 2, 3), sequencing error rate (0.1%, 1%, 2%), coverage (100x, 50x,

4

25x, 15x) and organism (E.coli, A. thaliana, D. melanogaster) (Supple-

We have shown on 340 data sets that GenomeScope is a fast, reliable and

Discussion

mentary Table 3, Supplementary Note 2). A subset of the results for A.

accurate method to estimate the overall genome and read characteristics

thaliana are displayed in Figure 1A (left), and show that the Ge-

of data sets without a reference genome. Using the web application,

nomeScope results are highly concordant with the true simulated rates

users can upload their k-mer profile and seconds later GenomeScope will

over many conditions. The results were also highly concordant to a

report the genomic properties and generate high quality figures and

standard short-read variant analysis pipeline using BWA-MEM (Li,

tables. As such, we expect GenomeScope to become a routine component

2013) and SAMTools (Li, et al., 2009) or through whole genome align-

of all future genome analysis projects.

ment using DnaDiff (Phillippy, et al., 2008) of the original and mutated
reference sequence. We next evaluated ten E.coli datasets where genuine
sequencing reads from two divergent strains were synthetically mixed
together (Figure 1A, middle). This allowed us to evaluate GenomeScope
on real sequencing reads where the genome sequences, and hence their
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the most heterozygous and repetitive regions (Supplementary Note 3).
Finally, we applied GenomeScope to six different genuine plant
and animal data sets up to 1.1Gbp in size with significant levels of heter-
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